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Foreword by the new Patron of the Foundation
Dr. Michael Vesper
Projects that want to use "sport for social development" have their special appeal. Word of
their success is increasingly spreading. This is also demonstrated by the partners from Kenya,
Bosnia-Herzegovina or Namibia supported by the "Foundation Future for Children in Slums".
Children and young people learn through play easily to develop their personalities in such a
way that they can survive in the difficult conditions of slums or townships. Sport serves as a
powerhouse for the creation of self-esteem and self-confidence, it teaches them to respect
others, to respect rules, not to let defeat. Team sports create joy and friends.
In "Sport for Social Development", both school education and education for health care are at
the top of the agenda. "Education first - Sport second" is therefore the guiding principle of the
partners supported by the Foundation. Education and health increase the chances that children
and young people will be able to overcome their poverty by their own efforts. This is what the
Foundation and its partners stand for.
And for the Foundation there is another maxim for action, which is described by the slogan
"help for self-help", which is often considered old-fashioned. Because sustainable success can
only be achieved when we "Northern Lights" do no longer think we have to develop people,
to tell them what is good for them, how they should do it. Even during my time as minister
responsible for sport in North Rhine-Westphalia and later as a chairman of the German
Olympic Sports Confederation (DOSB), I have always considered such approaches to
development policy important and I supported them. Since the Foundation is also guided by
these principles, I was happy to accept the patronage.
May the work of the Foundation and its partners continue to find strong supporters.
Good luck!

Dr. Michael Vesper
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Dear readers,
this annual report is written at a time when the world is being hit by the Corona pandemic. We
are all affected by fears, worries and restrictions on our lives caused by this plague. But only
much too late it became clear how many times more the poor and sick, but also the children in
the so-called "developing countries" are threatened by it.
Covid-19 and the subsequent restrictions imposed by the governments in these countries have
brought the ongoing projects of our partners - the Ayiera Initiative (AI) in the Korogocho
slum of Nairobi and the Basketball Artists School Foundation (BAS) in the Katutura township
of Windhoek - to a standstill. The Ayiera Initiative wrote to us: "Many slum dwellers fear
starving rather than dying of Corona!” So now emergency aid, which we have been
supporting since April 2020, now is needed there. And just like last year, we helped BAS to
buy food.
Given the great need in the countries of Africa, this can, of course, be seen as a "drop in the
ocean". But we hold it there with the Chinese philosopher and statesman Confucius (551 to
479 B.C.), who said: "It is better inflame a small light than to curse darkness.”
We were able to light some small and also some bigger lights thanks to the support of small
and big donations as well as valuable contributions of institutional sponsors, like the Georg
Kraus Foundation from Hagen and Alleestraße Grammar School of Siegburg. Also on behalf
of our partners, we would like to express our gratitude for this and with this annual report we
give an account of the use of the funds entrusted to us.
At the Ayiera Initiative (AI), our main partner, we primarily support educational work
through scholarships - with the support of Alleestraße Grammar School of Siegburg. Since too
many children and young people are still unable to attend school for financial reasons, we
now offer our donors anonymous sponsering for scholarships. The good response has
prompted us to further expand this offer. In addition to the cooperation originally agreed upon
with AI, our foundation took over personnel costs including expert fees in autumn. This
unscheduled assistance became necessary because the major CARE project ended in
September and a follow-up project was not yet in sight. First of all, we provided our own
funds for the month of October. After that, the Georg Kraus Foundation again provided help.
Thanks to private donors, the activities of AI could also be financed until the lockdown due to
Corona in April.
A new cooperation with the non-governmental organisation "Basketball Artists School
Foundation" (BAS) in the Township of Katutura in Windhoek/Namibia was started. It also
uses sport for personality development including school education. Its motto is: "Education
first - Basketball second". It fits in very well with our commitment "Sport for Development
and Peace" (more on p. 11 ff.).
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Our commitment to the pilot
project "Sport for Social
Change and Education" in
Bosnia and Herzegovina,
which ended in September
after three years and is now
being continued by CARE
Germany alone, was also
sustainable. With a good
partner like OTAHARIN
and the CARE staff in
Sarajevo and Bonn, it was
possible to use CARE's
experience in Africa with
"Sport for Development" for
the marginalised Roma
children. The project
received an award from the
EU Commission, what we
informed about in the annual
report 2018 (pp. 9/10). So
this conceptual and large
financial commitment over the last three years has also been worthwhile.
We consider the fact that we now have a solid base of supporters as a recognition of
the good work of our partners and the Foundation. The concept of "Sport for Social
Development" is obviously highly appreciated because it serves to improve school
education and health care. This is particularly important to us because education and
health increase the chances of children and young people to overcome their poverty by
their own efforts.
We offer help for self-help. With our work and our scheme"Sport for Social
Development we were able to win over the former Chairman of the German Olympic
Sports Confederation (DOSB), former Minister Dr. Michael Vesper, as the new patron
of the foundation last year. We approached him because he already supported this form
of development cooperation when he was a Minister in the Cabinet of Prime Minister
Johannes Rau and later also at the DOSB.
May this annual report and further information on our homepage (www.slumkinder.org) also encourage you to continue supporting the work of the Foundation. At
the same time, we would like to thank all sponsors for their active support so far. It is
good to know that many donors have been convinced of our work and that new ones
are constantly joining us. Thank you!
Best regards!
Hans-Josef Schmitz

Heribert Scharrenbroich

(Chairman of the Foundation Council)

(Chairman of the Board)
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Hamilton Ayiera Nyanga awarded as "Outstanding
Personality”
Hamilton Ayera Nyanga, the Chairman and Founder of our main partner “Ayiera
Initiative” from Korogocho Slum, received from the Liechtenstein FOOTBALL IS
MORE FOUNDATION (FIM) the Role Model Award “Outstanding Personality” in
Brunnen/Switzerland.

Patron of the renowned foundation is H.S.H. Prince Constantin
von und zu Liechtenstein. The award ceremony took place on
the 2nd October in Brunnen/Switzerland at the FIM
Foundation's International CSR Forum under the title
"Together we are stronger".
Every two years, FIM invites to this international conference
on the subject of “Social Commitment through Football and
Corporate Social Responsibility”. Representatives from the
worlds of science, media, business, NGOs and sport, including
sports for the disabled, were present.
Well-known clubs were represented at board level or by heads of
their social foundations and CSR departments, such as Benfica
Lisbon, FC Chelsea, FC Everton Glasgow Rangers, Real Madrid, AC
Milan and, from Germany, Werder Bremen, Eintracht Frankfurt, VFB Stuttgart, FC St. Pauli,
as well as the captain of the German national team for the blind and the chairman of the
German Football League (DFL) Foundation.

www.footballismore.org

Heribert
Scharrenbroich
and Hamilton
Ayiera Nyanga at
the presentation of
the Role Model
Award in
Brunnen/
Switzerland.
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Encounter with an impressive young woman

I met Irene Akinyi while visiting the Ayiera Initiative Community Centre every day for a
week. Surrounded by houses and huts, children and young people. The centre is located close
to the huge landfill of Dandora. This place smells all over the village of Ngomongo, where the
initiative is located.
I spoke at length with four young people. But Irene was and is a very special young woman I
met. She made a deep impression on me.

Irene is bursting with self-confidence.
She came into contact with Hamilton Ayiera and his initiative when she was in primary
school. A friend had told her about this innovative, lively organisation. He told Irene that the
initiative was also looking for talented children and that it could help her to develop her
talents.
Irene has two brothers, who are older than she is herself, and two sisters. She is the youngest
in the family. Her father died when she was young, leaving her mother alone with the four
children.
Even when Irene was very young, she had a fondness of football and was able to play in the
slum football league, which the initiative organises every Sunday next to the centre.

With a scholarship to Secondary School
When she was sixteen years old, she finished
Primary School. For Secondary School the
Ayiera Initiative supported her so that she
could start the second part of her school
education. Hamilton's initiative paid the
school fees from the Foundation's
donations.
Without this support Irene would not have
been able to continue learning. Finally, she
reached the so-called "O-level". In the
meantime, she is in the process of completing
her training as a hair and beauty specialist.
When Irene thinks about her future, she paints a beautiful
picture.
She wants to be independent, maybe even leave the slum and move to another area of Nairobi.
In spite of this wish she amazed me very much with one of her answers.
Continue on the next page
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The slum is Irene's home
I asked her to describe the slum for those who have no idea of what it looks like there and of
what it is like to live there. "First and foremost, the slum is a beautiful place," she replied.
"First and foremost, the slum is a beautiful place," she replied. Of course there is crime, and
the health conditions are not very good, she said. Sometimes it could also be dangerous and
risky.
“As a woman, you have to be more careful than a man, of course.” She mentioned problems
like early marriage or unwanted pregnancies. She enumerated all these. But she finally
concluded: If you would take away all these bad aspects, Korogocho, her slum, would be a
beautiful place.
"After all, it is my village and my home. It is my home!"

www.Ayiera-Initiative.org

A boy trying to wash his hands through a leak in a water pipe.
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Thomas Schwarz

Corona and the Slum
In a dramatic eMail to our Foundation, the
founder of the Ayiera Initiative writes:
"Parents are losing their jobs. This means no
more and no less than that many of the school
children no longer get a warm meal a day. So
far they have at least received a simple meal
after class at the centre of the initiative. This
is now no longer possible“.

No freedom of movement
Hamilton Ayiera points out that the Kenyan
Government has also massively restricted
the population's freedom of movement.
This includes the ban on meeting several
people at one place. This also applies to the
Ayiera Centre, of course. Children are no
longer allowed to meet - not even to eat
there. The centre had to close its doors
completely.

The virus and the hunger
Hamilton Ayiera sums up the concern of
many slum dwellers in this mail: Many
people are worried that they will die of
hunger rather than of the virus itself.
And most of them already fall asleep more
often hungry than before. The curfew in the
slums is strictly controlled by the Kenyan
police.

"Catastrophic condition“
"Slum dwellers are the group most at risk
from the Corona Virus," continues Hamilton
Ayiera. The living conditions in the slums do
not allow them to live with all the restrictions
imposed to contain the virus. Slum areas are
extremely densely populated and hygienically
in a catastrophic state.
If Covid-19 were to enter the slum of
Korogocho, "it would be a disaster," he
writes. That is now the case. At the same
time, the situation in this and other slums is
similar: running water is almost non-existent.
Instead, currently the few water points are
completely overrun.

Hygiene in the slum is hardly
possible
Where parents with three or four children live
in a single room, the virus has an easy
job. There is no living room or bedroom to
which they can sidestep. A kitchen is not
installed in almost any of the countless huts,
either. The flat, the house: in the slum it is a
single room under a tin roof.

The virus and hunger

Our Foundation has been able to collect more
than 13,000 Euros within the framework of an
This also means that it is no longer possible
extraordinary appeal for donations, which is
to search for food at the rubbish dump. It is
converted into concrete actions by the Ayiera
also no longer possible to look for leftover
Initiative in the next few weeks. These
rubbish that could be sold to earn a little
include, among other things, the distribution
money for the daily food. This one euro that
of water at various points in the slum and the
the residents earned by collecting rubbish
distribution of hygiene material to those in
now also falls away.
particular need.
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Once again, great support from Alleestraße Grammar
School of Siegburg

The Alleestraße Grammar School of Siegburg has been supporting the Ayiera
Initiative in Korogocho for years. In 2019, the founder of the Ayiera Initiative,
Hamilton Ayiera Nyanga, visited the school and was able to receive a cheque
for 10,500 Euros.
As in the years before, pupils had collected this money on the market place of
Siegburg by selling home-made items. The companies and parents in turn
supported the young people with donations for their action. This is how this
large sum came about. Hamilton Ayiera Nyanga also met students from the
Grammar School. On various occasions he spoke to them about life in a slum.
Many pupils not only showed interest, but became well-informed.
Hamilton Ayiera, whose initiative bears the subtitle "Slum Changers", called on
the young people to be part of the change for a fairer world themselves, which
was received with thunderous applause in the large Assembly Hall of the
Grammar School. Hamilton Ayiera's trip to Germany and later to Switzerland
was not financed by regular donations from the Foundation.

Sponsorships for school attendance in the Korogocho Slum
The Ayiera Initiative tells its kids: “You are only allowed to play football
here if you also go to school. But as paticularly poor families or single
mothers do not have the money needed for the school fees, Ayiera Initiative
pays the school fees for their children directly to the respective schools.
However, Ayiera Initiative can only partly meet the necessary demand.
Therefore we are looking for even more sponsors.
With a partnership, i.e. a donation of 110 Euro per year, you enable a child in
Korogocho / Nairobi to attend Primary School, which covers a period of 8
school years.
With a donation of 215 Euro you make the following attendance of a High
School possible.
The foundation guarantees that the undiminished money is donated to the
children. There is no direct relationship between sponsor and supported
child, because such a relationship could perhaps become problematic.
But we guarantee each donator that he / she enables a child / youth to
attend school for a whole year.
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The Basketball Artists School Foundation in Windhoek
Since 2019 our foundation has been supporting the Namibian non-governmental organisation
"Basketball Artists School Foundation (BAS) " in Katutura, a township of Windhoek. BAS
was founded 10 years ago. The township was founded in the context of South Africa's policy
of strict racial segregation. In 1959 Apartheid Policy led to the forced resettlement of the
black people living in the urban area of Windhoek to the suburb that had been created for this
purpose. The word Katutura comes from the Herero language and means "the place where we
do not want to live". At the time of its foundation it was separated from the capital by many
kilometres of wasteland, which was supposed to be inhabited only by white people. Today it
is an - at least spatially - integrated suburb of the capital.

“The place where we want to live”
After Namibia's final independence from South Africa (1990), the government soon tried to
improve the situation of the inhabitants of Katutura with infrastructure measures, which, of
course, only partially
succeeded. Due to the
continuous improvement of
the living conditions since
1990, Katutura, where about
60,000 people live, is often
called "Matutura" ("the
place where we want to
live"). Nevertheless, many
residents do not see any
prospect of an improvement
of their living conditions,
especially due to the high
unemployment rate of well
over 50%. Without work
there is no money, no proper accommodation, no education.

BAS and the Foundation
One year before the tenth anniversary of BAS, Heribert Scharrenbroich visited BAS on the
recommendation of our patron Michael Vesper during a private visit to Namibia. For him it
was quickly clear: "This NGO with its motto "Education first - Basketball second" is totally in
line with our foundation. Here, children of poor families are not only physically and mentally
educated in connection with basketball, but they also receive the urgently needed support for a
successful graduation from school. According to director Ramah Mumba, BAS sees its most
important function as a "safe haven" for children and young people and is therefore also open
at weekends. Due to the Corona crisis, since the end of March 2020 even more than 20
children and adolescents have been living provisionally at the BAS to be provided with food
and various educational offers.

Continue Page 14
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The children of
Korogocho have to
fetch water for the
family from far away,
even during the Corona
pandemic.
There is neither running
water nor a refrigerator
in their huts.
During the Corona
crisis, water is rationed
throughout Nairobi and
many only have access
to water points at the
weekend.

Foto © Lucas Oduor
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The foundation of the BAS was initiated by Frank Albin, a qualified pedagogue and
basketball coach, who came to Namibia in 2009 on behalf of the German Olympic Sports
Confederation (DOSB) and the Federal Foreign Office to set up a long-term basketball project
for international sports promotion in Namibia. From 2015 to 2018, a DOSB project in the
field of "Sport for Development" followed. Albin said in an interview with Allgemeinen
Zeitung Namibias on 12 December 2018: "We could have taken the easy way and just
concentrated on basketball. But we deliberately chose a holistic approach with education and
life skills". Albin stayed in Namibia until the end of 2018 and made sure that BAS as a
Namibian foundation was completely placed in local hands.
Lunch and remedial teaching
BAS offers an afternoon programme for disadvantaged children and young people from the
township of Katutura. In addition to lunch, there are daily remedial classes and life skills
activities to help them to develop their personality. Since 2010, more than 60 children and
young people each have benefited from BAS. Some older ones are now studying at a
university in Windhoek. Hundreds of children and young people regularly take part in the
basketball programs, which are open to all. In this way BAS has changed and improved the
lives of many children. Not least in order to acquire its own financial means, BAS has been
very successful in offering basketball training methods in schools; for example, at Windhoek
International School and the German School Windhoek. In the meantime, there are several
similar basketball programs in other parts of Namibia. In the north of the country, in
Ongwediva, Oshana Basketball School has even become a "second BAS“.
Internet for better learning
Even after the scheduled completion of a joint project by BMZ, GIZ and the DOSB, BAS is
still standing on its own feet, but continues to need financial support. For this purpose, Frank
Albin and other friends in Freiburg have founded the "Förderverein BAS Namibia e.V.". Since
2019 our Foundation is also one of the supporters. In 2019 and 2020 we have transferred
6.000 € each to BAS for the purchase of food. Last year the Georg Kraus Foundation gave us
5,000 € to improve BAS's internet learning programme by purchasing 17 tablets. Our
foundation enabled BAS 2020 to further improve the internet equipment with the same
amount. According to BAS Director Ramah Mumba, this particularly innovative technology
gives the training system an additional quality and underlines the motto "Education first".
(See adjacent box.)

In the internet article about the celebration of the 10th Anniversary of BAS in February
2020 you can read:
"During the anniversary, the former DOSB chairman Dr. Michael Vesper was able to visit
BAS for the first time. Meanwhile he has become patron of the foundation "Future for
Children in Slums", which has also been supporting BAS since 2019. Vesper was impressed
by the work of BAS, which is exemplary for the successful international project work of the
DOSB: "More than ten years ago, the DOSB initiated something that makes a sustainable
contribution to the development of disadvantaged children and young people - in education
and sport as well.”
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Regarding the acquisition of tablets made possible by the Georg Kraus
Foundation and our foundation, the director of BAS, Ramah Mumbay
writes to us

BAS highly appreciates you and your partners for the generous donation
you have given us.
The 17 Samsung Galaxy tablets are the most innovative technology that will add extra
quality to our tutorial system. This means a lot to us and it reemphasizes our motto
“Education First” we are happy to introduce this system to our children and they are so
excited.
th

28 October 2019, we officially started with our google classroom online worksheets and
the learners are ecstatic with what they are using in their classroom. Our kids didn’t
know we can use tablets to do our worksheets on these platforms and some were
overwhelmed by the editing tools and have so many questions and they are curious to
understand how to perform their tasks. We love the idea of challenging our children and
introducing them to cutting edge technology that will positively impact their lives. This
education system will have an impact on each child and how they see and use technology
in today's world. We are looking forward to monitoring our learner's progress day by day
as now we have tools in place that can monitor and archive all their worksheets and
assignments.

www.Basketball-Artists.com
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Ten years that changed my life
In February 2020 our partner, the Basketball Artists School Foundation (BAS), celebrated its
10th anniversary in Namibia. This school is now as old as our foundation. But the
organization did not celebrate itself; rather the children and young people that this impressive
organization has been supporting for years did so. Together they celebrated "10 years of
changing lives" - "Ten years that changed our lives".
Jacobina is one of the many children and young people whose lives were changed by BAS.
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First encounter
Hamilton Ayiera
Nyanga is just
starting his social
work. He has made
up his mind that the
children in
Korogocho should
one day have it
better than he had it
himself.
In the Korogocho
slum in Nairobi, he
takes Heribert
Scharrenbroich on a
tour of his slum and
shares his ideas for
the Ayiera
Initiative.
That was in July
2009, the year our
foundation was
founded.
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Ayiera Initiative before and after Corona Pandemic
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How you can help

With endowments to the Foundations capital.
This currently amounts to 127,000.00 euros (as of 2018). In order to expand the measures for
the slum children, further donors are being sought. With the income from the foundation
capital, the foundation can plan its work even better.

Tax excursus
According to the current German foundation tax law up to 1 million euros can be claimed as
special expenses in the case of contributions to a foundation capital within a ten-year period in addition to the general donation deduction. The donor decides with which partial amounts
the endowment amount is distributed over how many years.

By inheritance.
In this way the testator ensures that his or her inheritance will have a lasting effect on the
foundation. An inheritance has the same effect as an endowment. This means that the capital
is preserved and the foundation only works with the interests of the inheritance.
Tax excursus
The assets made in a will arrives undiminished at the Foundation and thus fully benefits the
children's projects, as the Foundation Future for Children in Slums has been recognized by the
tax office as non-profit organization and worthy of support and therefore does not have to pay
any inheritance or gift tax.
A brochure on the subject of inheritance can be requested by e-mail at slum-kinder@web.de.

With loans.
These are given to the Foundation and their interests accrue to the Foundation. The loan
contract will specify individually, whether the loan will be added to the Foundation capital in
whole or in part after the lender's death, it means if it will be effective in the long term.
Advantage
If you are worried that you might need the money again due to special circumstances, this
form of support is the right choice. The loan contract can stipulate that the loan can be
reclaimed at short notice without giving reasons.
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You can donate in a targeted way as follows

With so-called "tied donations"
These are used for specific measures and projects.
These are, for example, donations for scholarships that enable children and young people to
benefit from education. In the current corona crisis, these could also be hygiene products or
food - if the donor decides so.

With so-called "unrestricted donations"
The board is free to decide on their use within the purposes of the statutes.
This was the case, for example, when the foundation board decided to transfer an amount of
5,000 Euros to the Ayiera Initiative in the Slum of Korogocho. This was in response to the
descriptions of the partners in Nairobi, when they answered questions about the Corona
situation in the slum.

Tax-law excursus on donations
Donations to the Foundation Future for Children in Slums can be claimed by private
individuals as a general donation deduction with a maximum tax reduction of 20% of the total
amount of income.
In the case of companies, the upper limit is 0.4% of total revenues and the wages and salaries
paid.

We thank all our supporters!
Without your help the work we have done so
far could not have been accomplished. All
new donors and supporters are most
welcome.
You can be sure that your money will
go without deductions to the children
and young people whose poverty needs
to be overcome.

Every cent you donate to a
project will get there without
deductions.
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FOUNDATION FUTURE FOR CHILDREN IN SLUMS
"The purpose of the foundation is to improve the living conditions of children,
adolescents and young adults, primarily in the slums of the Third World. Support is
provided in particular through participation in relief, development, educational and
medical measures to alleviate hunger, disease and poverty".
- Statutes of the foundation

The Motivation: Sport
The Way: Education and Health
The Goal: Self-Liberation from Poverty
Foundation's residence

Siemensstraße 17, 53121 Bonn

Postal adress

Postfach 1618, 53734

eMail

slum-kinder@web.de Homepage www.slum-kimder.org

Telefon

+49 228 / 97563-38

Donations Account

Stiftung Zukunft

IBAN

DE58 37060193 6008 000 16 BIC GENODED1PAX
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